We are excited to be participating in the
73rd annual National Auctioneers Association
Conference & Show
taking place July 26th-30th, 2022 in San Diego, CA!

For this year’s National Auctioneer Association Conference in San Diego
we are excited to meet with everyone! We will have Kurt, Brandon, Shannan, and
other members of the team there to talk with you and explore
how we can help your auctions needs.

We look forward to seeing everyone at the show!

Kurt Kaptein
President

Brandon Kaptein
Sales Manager
Meet Us At Show

Online Auction Software!
People have been buying and selling items through auctions for hundreds of years. Now online
auction sites are a normal part of everyday life. With many other online auction providers out there,
we make it easy by offering you ready-to-go online auction software with features to help your
auctions run smoothly and efficiently.

Some features include:

Auction Reporting

Custom Auction
Website

Industry knowledge
and experience

We focus on the single-seller style of auction. We have worked with:
Auction companies looking to offer another method of selling their items.
Non-profits using the auction format to raise funds.

Companies wishing to get rid of unused equipment in a single one-day auction.
Businesses looking for an easy way to liquidate excess inventory.
Explore Our Online Auction Software

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

The Difference between “Auction
Marketing” vs “Traditional Marketing”

Why Your Company Needs Auction
Software

As an auction company you likely have run
into some serious questions about how to
market your website. It may seem nearly
impossible – especially since your website
content is constantly changing to reflect
new auctions and items within those
auctions. In light of the need to approach
marketing your auction website in a much
different way than any other traditional
website, we like to refer to this as “auction
marketing” simply because the overall
approach does to be different than the
traditional method of marketing any other
conventional website. Read on to learn
what to do for auction marketing vs
traditional marketing!

You have been diligently growing your
auction business, and you are trying to
decide if your next step should be investing
in auction software. It’s a big decision to
make for your company, and it can be easy
to question if you really need it. We are
here to tell you that auction software is
EXTREMELY important for your business if
you want to keep growing. Our live and
online auction platform will allow your
company to stay on top of your game,
while making your life easier in the
process.
Read More...

Read More...

More about our Auction Software
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